The influence of ionizing radiation on the CLARION 1.2 cochlear implant during radiation therapy.
This study aimed to determine the maximum dose of radiation the CLARION 1.2 cochlear implant can withstand safely. Cochlear implants restore functional hearing to patients with sensorineural deafness. Because some patients may need radiation therapy, it is important to investigate the influence of ionizing radiation on cochlear implant function. This study tested the function of four CLARION 1.2 implants (Advanced Bionics, Sylmar, CA, U.S.A.) after varying radiation treatments with gamma rays. The first implant received a cumulative dosage of 69 Gy over nine treatments (single doses between 0.1-30 Gy). The second was irradiated with a total of 90 Gy, receiving three treatments of 30 Gy each. The third and fourth received doses more typical of patient therapy (i.e., 2 Gy) approximately 30 times, for a cumulative dosage of approximately 60 Gy. Implant function was tested after every treatment; the CLARION implant incorporates a back-telemetry system, allowing impedance and current output testing. Despite the type of treatment, the results were quite consistent: difficulties in function occurred when the cumulative dosage inside the implant was approximately 60 Gy. The first implant recovered completely and the second recovered partially. The CLARION 1.2 cochlear implant seems to safely withstand approximately 60 Gy of radiation before experiencing functional difficulties. In a clinical situation, the implant would not likely be in the target volume irradiated, and thus the patient's therapeutic cumulative dosage might be higher.